
 
 

   “Where imagination meets ingenuity” 
 

 

Space Crew Application 

Please ask your human to help you fill out the following information exactly as you dictate it to them.  All applicants must be 
three months of age or older and have a valid license to cat.  No shared forms.   

Name:  Princess Nicknames:  I am a Princess, nothing further to be called 
Address:  Phoenix, Arizona 
                 
I am a:               ☐ Boy                 √ Girl              ☐ Princess          ☐ Other: __________________________ 
I am:  ☐ 3mo – 3 yrs  ☐ 3 - 7 yrs √ 7 yrs – 13 yrs  ☐ Really old  
I live in:  ☐ Apartment  ☐ House √ Condo  ☐ Palace 
Spacesuit size: ☐ A bit fuzzy  ☐ Regular ☐ Floof  √ Extra-floof 
 
My areas of interest include: (mark all applicable) 

☐ Sleeping 
☐ Eating 
☐ Rearranging stuff 
☐ Waking up humans 
☐ Cleaning 
☐ Couch Nail Art 
☐ Mice 
☐ Tripping humans 
☐ Escaping 
√ Catnip 

√ Snuggling 
☐ Balls 
√ Cupboards 
☐ Barfing 
☐ Climbing Curtains 
☐ Toys 
√ Hiding 
☐ Wrestling 
☐ String/yarn 
☐ Stomping humans 

☐ Yelling  
☐ Singing 
☐ Cat Tree 
☐ Spa 
☐ Bug Chasing 
☐ COOKIES 
☐ Other  

 

 
How many siblings do you have and what are they (i.e., other awesome kitties, dumb dogs, ugly snakes, etc.)  What is your 
relationship like with them?  If they are also applying to the Bitty Space Program, please include their name. 
I have 3 other siblings that are applying for the Space Program – Mila, Nala and Twilight.  But I’m the only Princess. 
 
What is the name of your human sponsor or sponsors? 
Sabrina and Alyssa 
 
What type of position are you applying for?  What special skills do you think we could use for our program? 
Robotics Technician, everything with me has to always be the same, so I like a robot 
 
What else do we need to know about you? 
Catnip is one of my favorites, I have even learned how to pronounce it and mommy has to be careful if she even mentions we 
need to add it to the grocery list, because she says the word, I expect some!  I like to snuggle with mommy at night and during 
the day, if the younger human is on her laptop, I go snuggle with her.  If I am in a hiding mood, I know how to open cabinets, 
in fact, I have been teaching Mila this trick, it is fun to freak mommy out when she can't find me, because I only open far 
enough to get in, then let it shut back on me again, hehehe.   
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Signed:  _______________________________________  
 
 
 
 

 
 
 


